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Hi my name is Lisa, I am  from Gresham Oregon. I am a mother to four children and I am also
a registered nurse. I'm here today to ask you to vote no on HB 3063. This bill takes away
parents religious, personal and philosophical choice to not vaccinate their child. 
We should always fight for medical freedom in a free country. 
My oldest son was vaccine injured as a baby. It has truly been the worst experience of our
lives and I would not wish it on anyone. 
The vaccines come with a manufacturer insert which list side effects. It is a fact that there is
risk associated with giving a vaccine. If a parent chooses to not take that risk with their
precious child whom they love that should be their right.
If I could go back and educate myself on the vaccine side effects because neither the
pediatrician nor my nursing school educated me I would not have given my son any vaccines.
As we do not know which baby or child will have adverse reactions to a vaccine I will not take
that chance with my three youngest children. They do not qualify for a medical exemption. 
Where there is risk there must be a choice. 
My three youngest children are thriving and have never been sick except with an occasional
cold that they have fought off easily with their strong immune systems. 
As an RN I have never forced any of my patients to take a medication or to do a procedure
they felt they should not take or do.

Here are a few facts regarding the vaccine schedule. In 1962 there were a total of 5 doses
given.  In 1983 24 doses were given by age 15 in comparison 2018 saw 72 doses by the age of
18 years. This is way too many vaccines way too fast and at too young of an age. 
As a first world country we must ask ourselves why we have the highest infant mortality rates
in the world, along with the highest vaccination rate. This should truly scare you. Not to
mention the rise in chronic diseases and autoimmune disorders at such young ages. 

Here are just a few vaccine ingredients listed on the CDC website. I also have a print out with
me if anyone would be interested in looking at it. MSG, lead, cadmium, aluminum,
formaldehyde, sulfate, yeast, protein, antibiotics, thimerosal, monkey kidney, dog kidney,
aborted fetal tissue, pig blood, guinea pig, animal viruses and this is just to name a very few. I
encourage you to look  for yourself. I hope for the sake of your own families and future
generations you take the time to research,you will not regret it. 
Please research the national childhood vaccine injury Act of 1986 which absolves the vaccine
manufacturer of any wrong doing. They are not held liable for any damage the vaccines have
done.
I ask you to please vote no on this bill that will take away freedom to choose. I am sure no one
likes the idea of losing freedoms especially since we live in a free country. 

Remember where there is risk there must be a choice. 
Thank you
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